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Jeff Fischer: Scrabble Project… Title: Give My Word
Visual Storytelling
Tisch School of the Arts, NYU

What if? 
John has to decide between winning at Scrabble and keeping his love?

Inspiration:
“A girlfriend and I christen our blooming love with a travel set. We tote it to the Canadian Rockies and an adobe in Santa 
Fe, to Vermont ski chalets and Hamptons beach motels, where we play constantly, recording the date and place of each 
encounter. She presents me with a copy of the OSPD – The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary (first edition) – with the 
following inscription: “For consultation only. NO memorizing!” And though I abide her request regarding the dictionary, I 
win too often. “Why do you even want to play with me?” she asks after one especially lopsided contest, and my heart sinks 
as I realize that this refuge in what has become an otherwise imperfect life together is forever gone. When the time comes to 
divide our belongings, book and board are mine”

Stefan Fatsis, Word Freak, page 5

Synopsis:
Susan and John meet and fall in love. Scrabble is the focal point of their relationship. The significant communication is 
developed through the Scrabble board. At the height of the relationship, Susan gives John a Scrabble dictionary, with the 
caution not to study it. He can’t help himself. He starts dominating her in Scrabble and she doesn’t like it. At the endgame of 
their last match, John has to decide between playing the word he knows can win, and playing a lesser word.

Act 1: Susan and John meet and fall in love.
Interior of a coffee house, or perhaps a park. Susan is seated at a table. John enters, looks around, occupies the space next 
to her. He pulls a travel Scrabble board from his bag – his come-on. She nods yes. They pick letters. We watch a bit of the 
game play. Perhaps: We see him arranging his board, get LEGS (with a stare at hers) then settles on SINGLE. After that a 
brief scrabbled conversation: ALONE, KEEN. We see her arranging her last board, she moves YE next to each other, with S 
somewhere in the rack. Cut to

Act 2: Love and Scrabble.
The idea that they are falling in love is accomplished through montage. We see them playing Scrabble in various locations, 
with significant words laid down or composed on their racks. We see the pages of a small notebook, each page a Scrabble 
score, turning, perhaps with one of those old movie effects of pages of a calendar flipping by. The scores are always close, 
and, if we can see them, there may be playful, loving notations on them. We might also see some standard romantic mo-
ments: hands held, walk in a park, etc.

The montage closes with an interior. It is a special occasion with a table set for a nice meal. Susan presents John with a 
present: it’s The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary. He opens to the inscription: “For consultation only. NO memorizing!” 
Hands held. A touching moment. But when she leaves to get something from the kitchen, he can’t help sneak a peak.

In the next sequence, we see two more instances of him studying the Scrabble dictionary surreptitiously, during Scrabble 
games or other domestic moments. For example, it’s inside his newspaper. At one point the camera zooms in on what he 

UNDERSTANDING FILM:
PROJECT: VISUAL STORYTELLING

THE SCRIPT

The pitch: 
Put the whole film into a single sentence starting 
with “what if?”

Inspiration: 
A brief account of where you got your idea from, 
esp. if you are borrowing it from another source.

Synopsis: 
A paragraph describing the plot of the film.

The traditional Hollywood script plot structure 
is often called the three-act structure. Another 
way of looking at it is what I call the “balance-im-
balance-balance” concept. These concepts work 
pretty much the same - focusing primarily on a 
central character. The Balance/Imbalance/Balance 
structure works in the following way. (We’ll call 
our central character “X”).

 Act I - Balance: This is the initial state of your 
main character: X is a content dog trainer living 
with her dog Shoop. She avoids men because of 
previous affairs gone sour.

 Act 2 - Imbalance: A challenge or obstacle is 
foisted onto our hero which she undertakes to 
do something about. This changes her life: Shoop 
is stolen by a rival dog training company. Lonely 
and her spirits low, X spends her time searching 
for Shoop. She begins to lose customers as a result. 
Along the way she meets a helpful, sensitive police-
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sees: an obscure Scrabble word that holds some kind of thematically connected meaning (yet to be chosen)

We see more Scrabble and score cards, and it’s becoming clear that he’s the consistent winner, with an increasing gap 
between their scores. The words now become challenging to each other. For example, Susan builds on RESTED to make 
INTERESTED. John trumps her with DISINTERESTED. At the final Scrabble game in this Act, he plays that obscure dic-
tionary word, and it’s obvious that he’s been studying the dictionary. She upends the board. Or the table.

Act 3: To Love or to Win
The setting is domestic: the last Scrabble game. The game builds quickly to a climax. The scene is obviously tense. We have 
reached a decision point of whether this relationship will continue. At the end game, John has a choice between winning 
or losing that is clear to the audience. For example, he could choose THIN, or add G from his rack, get a triple word, and 
beat Susan. Or he chooses between LOVED and DISSOLVE as two words he can make with the board. (I need to spend 
some time with http://thesaurus.reference.com/, http://www.a2zwordfinder.com/anagram.html, and http://www.wordsmith.
org/anagram/advanced.html to get this to work. The ending is ambiguous: will he win or keep the relationship? Perhaps he 
is shuffling the letters in the rack still. Or he picks up the deciding letter but we can’t see which one it is. 

man with buns of steel who embarks on the dog 
searching journey with her. Eventually she and 
Mr Buns of Steel track down Shoop and rescue the 
canine.

 Act 3 - Balance: Things are restored back to order 
but with something gained: Having rescued the 
dog, X returns to her life of contented dog training 
now with the addition of a well hung policeman in 
her bed. She has also overcome her fear of taking 
romantic risks. Together with the help of her beau 
her business has taken off like never before. Our 
hero has learnt something and gained from the 
experience.  In other words she has developed.

http://www.filmmaking.com/howtowrite.html
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Shot List:

ACT 1
1. Zoom: Park. Slow zoom in to Susan sitting alone at a table. During 

the zoom, John is walking through the park, notices her, passes her, 
turns back.

2. MS: Opposite angle. Susan at table, John enters the frame, gestures: 
Can I sit here?…

3. CU: Susan nods yes.
4. MS: …he sits opposite her, puts his bag down, bends to reach into 

it…
5. CU: John reaches into bag, pulls out Scrabble set.
6. MS: …comes back up from his bend to present her the game. I.e. 

Wanna play?
7. CU: Same Susan nods yes.
8. MS: Letter bag offered to Susan whose hand reaches in.
9. CU: John’s hand reaches in.
10. MS: Behind John, watching him arrange his rack. He notices her legs.
11. CU: John’s POV. Susan’s legs under the table, wagging.
12. CU: His fingers shuffle to form the word LEGS.
13. CU: More leg wagging.
14. CU: His fingers reshuffle to form SINGLE.
15. MS: (From above, if possible) just at the end of laying down SINGLE
16. CU: Her fingers shuffle to form the word: ALONE then leave the 

frame as she picks up the first letter to put them on the board
17. CU: His fingers form HUNGRY.
18. CU: Board. With SINGLE and ALONE already down, John forms the 

end of HUNGRY (or KEEN). A pause. This is a question.
19. CU: John looks across at Susan.
20. CU: Susan averts eyes, down to her rack.
21. CU: Susan’s fingers shuffling. She puts an E next to a Y. It’s clear that 

there’s an S to be grabbed elsewhere on the rack. Dissolve to

ACT 2

22. Establishing shot: We see John and Susan playing Scrabble in a dif-
ferent location and wearing different costumes. The game is under-
way. It’s John’s turn.

23. CU: Susan’s rack. She sets up a falling-in-love word: JOYOUS
24. CU: Susan’s face. She can’t wait to play this word.
25. MS: As John’s hand finishes laying down the letters, Susan’s hand 

comes into the frame ready to put hers down. Their hands touch brief. 
Cut to

26. Establishing shot: We see John and Susan playing Scrabble in a dif-
ferent location and wearing different costumes.

27. CU: John’s rack. He forms a loving word: LOVELY
28. CU: John’s face. He’s in love.
29. CU: Their feet touch under the table. Cut to
30. CU: A score sheet. Score tied or close. Doodled with young love 

expressions. Cut to
31. Establishing shot: Yet another Scrabble location. Perhaps back in the 

park but clearly a different time, perhaps noted by a distinguishing 
costume. Long sleeves instead of short, or a sweater. Cut to

32. Series of CU and MS to form montage. These can be shots taken from 
the footage at the three locations. Style should be flowing with love 
music. Shots can dissolve, overlap, be superimposed. They include:

33.  Close-ups of Scrabble boards, with mixes of significant and not-sig-
nificant words. The camera can lead the eye by zooming or focusing 
on the revealing words. Time and place change suggested by change 
of light, change of clothes as revealed by sleeves (or lack of), jewelry, 
and such that can be seen in a closeup.

34. Close-ups of Scrabble racks, letters being shuffled, words being 
formed. Some significant, but not necessarily always.

35. Close-ups of John and Susan, together and separate, to indicate love, 
fun, enjoyment; their heads, their hands, their feet.

36. Close-ups of Scrabble scores; scores being written, pages being turned 
or torn out; doodles. Scores are always more or less even, though this 
doesn’t need to be dwelt on. The suggestion is non-competition. If 
possible, the old movie effect of many scores being turned to indicate 
passage of time would be fun, if it isn’t beyond my capacity to get it. 
Cut to

37. Establishing shot: Dinner table set formally for two. Lower light-
ing with candles (if Rosanne thinks that’s doable with our cameras 
without lighting). Susan and John are at the table, the meal already in 
progress. Perhaps a plate of salad is being eaten. Susan has a gift-
wrapped book for John.

38. CU: John opens the book.
39. CU: Susan’s expectant look as he opens.
40. CU: Book unwrapped to reveal the title. Book opened to reveal in-

scription: “For consultation only. NO memorizing!”
41. MS: Susan watching John read the inscription. She means it.
42. CU: John’s hand reaching in, to hold Susan’s. I.e. Thanks. I love it.
43. MS: John and Susan continuing the meal. Susan gets up, takes his 

plate, walks out of the frame toward a kitchen.
44. CU: John checks that Susan is out of the room and is immediately im-

mersed in the book.
45. ZOOM out from CU of book snapping shut to reveal that Susan has 

reentered with wine or food. Cut to

The plot starts to turn
46. MONTAGE: This could be similar to the one described above (and 

shot at the same time as most of it); that is, Scrabble boards, racks, 

Shot List/
Storyboard

A shot list is a 
detailed list of 
all the shots 
(i.e. camera 
setups) that you 
will need for 
your film.

A storyboard 
does a similar 
job to a shot 
list but through 
pictures.

Professional 
films use  both; 
you should 
pick one or the 
other, which-
ever suits your 
style.

What you can’t 
pick, however, 
is make-the-
film-up-as-you-
go-along.

Your shot list 
or storyboard 
forces you to 
see your idea as 
a film, to think 
of it in visual 
terms. 

The more you 
can plan a film 
out ahead of 
time… 
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and scorecards, only this time with a decided edge of scores toward 
John. What will make this montage different is that it will be intercut 
with:

47. CU’s. John is putting down big words on triple and double scores 
and…

48. MS’s: John is entering his rising scores a little too gleefully. No 
doodles of endearment on the scoresheet.

49. MS: John in the living room with the paper, while Susan moves 
about.

50. CU: From behind John to reveal he is studying the Scrabble diction-
ary under cover of the New York Times.

51. CU: We can read the word and meaning of an obscure word. Long 
enough to be significant when it comes up later. Perhaps this can hap-
pen two or three times.

52. CU: John on the toilet reading the scrabble dictionary.
53. CU: We can read the word and meaning of an obscure word. Long 

enough to be significant when it comes up later. Cut to
54. MS: Yet another Scrabble game (this can be constructed at the same 

set/shoot of an earlier one). This time there’s tension between the 
characters.

55. CU’s of both John and Susan at their racks. They are making multiple 
word choices here. As they shuffle their letter combinations from one 
word to another, feelings are revealed. For example,

• Susan builds on RESTED to make INTERESTED. John 
trumps her with DISINTERESTED

• Susan forms words on her rack: SURE to PLE…SURE, 
but there is no available A on the board; she switches to 
REPEL, then REPULSE

• John forms words: with a rack of FETTERBI, he toys with 
BITE, FRET, BETTER, BITTER, BEREFT.

56. CU’s of John and Susan, together and apart, to match the ones from 
the earlier montage. Except her expressions aren’t happy and his are 
smug. Instead of shots of loving touch, shots of hands and feet ac-
cidentally touching and then pulling away. Section ends with:

57. CU: John puts down a killer word.
58. CU: Susan looks hurt.
59. CU: John looks smug, bends to write his score.
60. MS or CU: Susan upends the board or the whole table. Cut to

Act 3:
61. Interior. John and Susan are at far ends of the living room. They 

are hardly speaking to each other. Different room, different clothes, 
indicate different time. John pulls out the Scrabble game.

62. CU: Susan shakes her head no.
63. CU: John pleads.
64. CU: Similar to first scene, hands in bag to pick letters. The game 

begins.

65. MONTAGE: The game can proceed fairly rapidly, with shots done dur-
ing a prior Scrabble shot. What makes this different are the choices of 
words that get put down,  and

66. CU’s of John writing and of the Scrabble scorecard. The score is close. 
Editing and sound selection needs to make this section the most tense.

67. CU: Possible rack shot: Rack = resistla. Words shuffle among: IRATE, 
LASTS, REALIST, SALTEIR, RESIST, RILE, STIRLS, ALERTS, AS-
SERT, STEALS, LETS, SATES, LIES

68. CU: Susan puts down a fabulously-scoring, but hostile word. Perhaps she 
builds UNDESERVE from his SERVE

69. CU: Susan stares at John with triumphant hostility.
70. CU: Susan reaches into the bag, takes out the last letter, shakes the bag to 

show that it is empty.
71. CU: Susan’s rack. There are 3 letters left. Clearly we’re at the end of the 

game.
72. CU: We see the score being entered: Susan is ahead by a bit.
73. MS: Susan and John at the game.
74. CU: John’s rack. No words as of yet.
75. CU: John’s POV. He’s surveying the board for a place to put a last word. 

Camera moves slowly over the board. Each time it arrives at a possible 
entry place it lingers.

76. CU: John’s rack. He forms a first word.
77. CU: Susan carefully watching.
78. CU: John thinking.
79. CU: John reshuffles rack to form a second word. It has a very different 

meaning from the first.
80. CU: Susan carefully watching.
81. CU: John looks at Susan’s tension. He considers how much this means to 

her and looks back down at his rack.
82. CU: John dealing with his rack. (Exactly how this goes depends on what 

wordplay I settle on. One scenario is more or less played out above. That 
is, John has a high-scoring word that is also hostile or indicative of a 
breakup. He also has a low-scoring word that is trying to reconcile. The 
other scenario is a word that, with one letter added to the beginning or 
the end, changes both in emotional meaning and in point value. In either 
case it needs to be clear that one word will win the game and the other 
will lose it.) His indecision as he slowly considers his possibilities in the 
rack is intercut with significant CU’s of Susan, not only her face but also 
tense body parts. This is clearly a turning point in their relationship.

83. A possibility for this rack: rack = departwo. Choices include: DEPART, 
REDO, DOPE, DROPT, TWERP, WARPED, PROD, POWER, and 
finally his choice: ADORE

84. Cut to:
85. CU: John’s shuffling stops on the loving, lower-scoring word. He pauses.
86. CU: John’s face forms a half-smile.
87. CU: John picks up the first letter of the reconciliation word slowly, and 

begins to put it onto the board.

the more ef-
ficient your film 
will be in the 
production pro-
cess (pretend 
you are paying 
your actors and 
crew!) 

and

the more visu-
ally interesting 
your film will 
be, since you’re 
thinking about 
it in terms of 
what it will look 
like, moment 
by moment.


